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Abstract Following a baseline demographic survey, 87 pathologists interpreted 240 digital whole slide images of breast
biopsy specimens representing a range of diagnostic categories from benign to atypia, ductal carcinoma in situ, and invasive cancer. A web-based viewer recorded pathologists’ behaviors while interpreting a subset of 60 randomly selected
and randomly ordered slides. To characterize diagnostic
search patterns, we used the viewport location, time stamp,
and zoom level data to calculate four variables: average zoom
level, maximum zoom level, zoom level variance, and scanning percentage. Two distinct search strategies were confirmed: scanning is characterized by panning at a constant
zoom level, while drilling involves zooming in and out at
various locations. Statistical analysis was applied to examine
the associations of different visual interpretive strategies with
pathologist characteristics, diagnostic accuracy, and efficiency. We found that females scanned more than males, and age
was positively correlated with scanning percentage, while the
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facility size was negatively correlated. Throughout 60 cases,
the scanning percentage and total interpretation time per slide
decreased, and these two variables were positively correlated.
The scanning percentage was not predictive of diagnostic accuracy. Increasing average zoom level, maximum zoom level,
and zoom variance were correlated with over-interpretation.
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Background and Significance
Digital imaging technologies have revolutionized clinical
medicine, particularly within diagnostic radiology. In pathology, digital whole slide images (WSIs) are well-established;
have proven efficient and reliable for research [1], education
[2–5], and archiving [6]; and are now being utilized in pathologic diagnosis [7, 8]. Although they are not approved by the
US FDA for primary pathologic diagnosis, digital WSIs are
increasingly used to obtain second opinions remotely. In addition to their advantages in clinical settings, the use of computers to interpret digital WSI provides a unique opportunity
to study pathologists’ viewing behaviors and better understand how their interpretive strategies relate to diagnostic accuracy and efficiency.
Pathologic diagnosis is a complex process characterized by
visual search and interpretation strategies. Previous research
concerning the visual search patterns of physicians has focused on volumetric lung images [9–11], mammography
[12], and breast pathology [13, 14]. The method of investigation has usually included eye tracking or video recordings of
physicians interpreting medical images in a setting controlled
by the experimenter. Three outcomes from published research
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are relevant to the present study. First, physicians reviewing
medical images tend to adopt one of two search strategies:
drilling versus scanning. Drilling involves restricting a search
to a region of interest and zooming in to high magnification
levels. Conversely, scanning involves maintaining a particular
zoom level while searching relatively broad regions of interest
[11]. Second, search strategies change as a function of acquired experience in an expert domain [9, 15] and prior experience with novel review formats [16]. Third, certain visual
search strategies have been associated with greater diagnostic
accuracy and efficiency. In radiology, physicians who use a
drilling search pattern tend to show higher accuracy and efficiency when detecting lung nodules in volumetric images [11,
17], though no research has explored drilling and scanning
strategies by pathologists reviewing non-volumetric images.
To address this knowledge gap, our study attempts to provide an initial understanding of the interpretative strategies
pathologists use when reviewing digital slides of breast biopsy
specimens. In this study, we investigated three aims. First, we
considered how various pathologist characteristics are associated with the two image review strategies (drilling and scanning) identified in the extant cognitive science literature [11].
Second, we tracked how these image review strategies may
change as pathologists gain experience with the digital imaging format. Finally, we examined the extent to which each
interpretive strategy is associated with diagnostic accuracy
and efficiency.
While digital slides are becoming a powerful adjunct tool
for breast pathology, understanding the diagnostic processes
used by pathologists as they interpret cases may provide insight to improve the education and training of pathologists and
lead to the development of computational tools that can aid in
the diagnostic decision-making process.

Materials and Methods
Data were collected as part of the Breast Pathology (B-Path)
and Digital Pathology (digiPATH) studies. The detailed explanation of methods used for test case development and recruitment of participant pathologists has been previously described
[18, 19] and is briefly summarized below.
Case Selection
The 240 excisional (N = 102) and core (N = 138) breast biopsy
specimens were selected from pathology registries in Vermont
and New Hampshire using a random sampling stratified by
woman’s age, breast density (N = 118 low density and N = 122
high density), and initial diagnosis. New glass slides were
prepared from the selected tissue blocks.
The newly prepared glass slides were scanned at ×40 magnification (iScan Coreo, Ventana Medical Systems, Tuscon,

AZ, USA) to create digital WSIs, which were then reviewed
by a research technician and a breast pathologist to ensure
consistency and quality. A web-based digital viewer, which
was developed specifically for this study, allowed users to
pan the image and zoom in or out (up to ×40 actual and ×60
digital magnification), providing an interface similar to
industry-sponsored WSI viewers but enhanced with studyspecific data collection capabilities.
Expert Consensus Diagnosis
The digital WSIs were independently interpreted by three experienced breast pathologists to determine independent diagnoses and representative regions of interest (ROIs); these pathologists then established a consensus diagnosis for each case
following a modified Delphi approach in subsequent webinars
and in-person meetings [19, 20]. Cases spanned a wide range
of diagnostic categories: benign without atypia (N = 60),
atypia (N = 80), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) (N = 78),
and invasive cancer (N = 22). See Supplementary Table 1 for
details.
Participants
More than 200 pathologists from across the USA (Alaska,
Maine, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Mexico, Oregon,
Vermont, and Washington), who regularly interpret breast biopsy specimens in their clinical practices, were invited to participate in the study. Each participant completed a baseline
survey that included demographic data, experience with breast
pathology, and perceptions about breast cancer interpretation.
Each participant was randomly assigned to interpret the
cases in glass or digital format. A small portion of the participants did not complete the study. In this work, we are using
the data collected from 87 pathologists who were assigned to
digital format.
Data Collection on Interpretations
The 240 cases were arranged into four sets of 60 cases each
that preserved the distribution of diagnostic categories and
breast densities of the overall case set. Participants were randomly assigned to interpret one of the four test sets. The order
of the 60 cases was randomized for each participant, and they
interpreted each case independently, considering histopathological features and accompanying information regarding patient age and biopsy type. After viewing each case, participants were instructed to select all applicable diagnoses on an
electronic histology form listing 14 possible diagnostic interpretations. The same categorical mapping scheme was used
for participant diagnoses as was used for the expert consensus
diagnoses (see Supplementary Table 1).
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The study was conducted in two phases so that each
participant interpreted the same test set twice, either in
glass slide format or in digital slide format or both. The
study is explained in detail in [21]. Participants were
not informed that they were seeing the same cases in
phase II, and the cases were presented in a different
order for each participant and also were randomly
reordered in phase II.
Detailed tracking data were automatically logged by the
web-based digital viewer. As pathologists navigated each
slide, the viewer software logged their coordinate positions
in the digital WSI, their magnification (zoom) levels, and time
stamps.
Tracking data were collected only for those interpreting
the cases in digital format in phase II. Half of the participants in phase II were then asked to electronically annotate the digital WSI with an ROI supporting the highestorder (most severe) diagnosis while the other half were
not asked to mark an ROI on the digital image. This was
done to control for any potential impact of the ROI placement task on the diagnostic decision-making process. The
participants randomized to mark the ROI used a tool in
the web-based viewer to draw a rectangular ROI following their diagnostic interpretation. The relationship between ROI identification and diagnostic concordance
was explored in [20].
Tracking Data Analysis
A viewport scene is a rectangular part of the image that
is visible on the pathologist’s computer monitor at any
time during an interpretation. The time spent on each
viewport scene was calculated using logged timestamps.
If an entry exceeded a total duration of 1 min, it was
excluded under the assumption that the pathologist was
not actively interpreting during that time. From the
tracking logs, several variables were calculated to characterize the viewing behaviors of each participant, as
described in the succeeding sections.
Average Zoom Level, Maximum Zoom Level, and Zoom
Level Variance The web-based viewer allowed zoom levels
from ×1 to ×60. For each interpretation, viewport tracking
logs provided a variable number of zoom level values depending on pathologists’ interpretive behavior; for this reason,
summary statistics were used to describe zoom level behavior
during each interpretation. Average and maximum zoom
levels, as well as zoom level variance, were calculated for each
interpretation. For each interpretation, we calculated the average zoom level by summing the zoom level values of all
viewport scenes and dividing by the number of viewport
scenes. Similarly, we calculated the maximum zoom level of

each interpretation and the standard deviation of the zoom
level variable as the zoom level variance.
Scanning Percentage We quantified scanning behavior by
calculating the percentage of log entries associated with panning behavior (i.e., changing viewport scene coordinates) in
each interpretation. Unlike average zoom level, maximum
zoom level, and zoom level variance, scanning percentage
considers the changes of zoom level in consecutive log entries, regardless of the zoom level itself. In other words, scanning percentage quantifies a behavior that can manifest at
different zoom levels. Scanning percentage approaches
100% when the pathologist pans across different areas of the
digital image at a constant zoom, and it approaches 0% when
zooming in and out at different locations, with less panning or
infrequent but long distance pans at a low zoom magnification. For analysis, the scanning percentages were grouped into
five categorical variables (0–20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80, and
80–100%).
Analysis
To assess how pathologist demography influenced interpretive strategy, we modeled our data using repeated-measures
regressions, implementing the generalized estimating equation (GEE) approach. The model included ten categorical predictors (factors), as detailed in Table 1. The model used scanning percentage as a linear dependent variable (outcome).
To assess how case order within each set of 60 cases
influenced viewing behaviors, we again modeled our data
using repeated-measures regressions, implementing the
GEE approach. We implemented two models, both including interpretation order as the continuous predictor. We
used a linear dependent variable (outcome) for both
models: scanning percentage for the first model and total
interpretation time per case for the second model.
To assess how interpretive strategy influenced diagnostic outcome, we conducted four separate repeatedmeasures analyses of variance (ANOVA) with four variables that describe the interpretative behaviors. Each model included one of four continuous variables (average
zoom, maximum zoom level, zoom level variance, or
scanning percentage) and one of three categorical dependent variables for diagnostic outcome (over-interpretation
compared to the expert consensus diagnosis, concordance
with the expert consensus diagnosis, and underinterpretation compared to the expert consensus diagnosis). To assess the effect of interpretative behaviors on
diagnostic efficiency, we used a repeated-measures
ANOVA with a continuous dependent variable (time)
and one of five independent categorical variables (scanning percentages 0–20, 20–40, 40–60, 60–80, or 80–
100%).
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Table 1

Characteristics and average scanning percentages of pathologists (N = 87)

Variable

Number of pathologists

Average scanning percentage

p value

Wald chi square

30–39
40–49

10 (11%)
25 (29%)

69
77

0.041

8.251

50–59
60+

36 (41%)
16 (18%)

75
70

Gender
Male
Female

57 (66%)
30 (34%)

70
82

0.035

4.439

77
73

0.642

0.216

<10 pathologists
55 (63%)
≥10 pathologists
32 (37%)
Fellowship training in surgical or breast pathology

76
69

0.019

5.484

No
41 (47%)
Yes
46 (53%)
Do your colleagues consider you an expert in breast pathology?
No
70 (80%)
Yes
17 (20%)

75
73

0.076

3.141

73
79

0.103

2.666

76
68

0.073

3.210

19 (22%)
36 (41%)

73
75

0.490

1.426

32 (37%)

72
71
77

0.565

0.330

0.100

7.783

Age at survey (years)

Affiliation with academic medical center
Yes
No
Facility size

19 (22%)
68 (78%)

Breast pathology experience (years)
<20
65 (75%)
≥20
22 (25%)
Number of breast cases per week
<5
5–9
≥10
Marked an ROI

Yes
44 (51%)
No
43 (49%)
How confident are you in your assessments of breast cases?
1 (very confident)
2
3

13 (15%)
43 (49%)
21 (24%)

67
75
75

4
5 (not confident at all)

8 (9%)
2 (2%)

77
83

Results
Viewport tracking data from 87 pathologists, who completed
60 cases in the digital format, were analyzed, producing a total
of 5220 interpretations and approximately 1.03 million
viewport log entries. Nine hundred seven entries were excluded because they exceeded 1 min in total duration.
Tracking logs were visualized and analyzed to summarize the interpretive strategy of each pathologist. Figure 1
contrasts visualizations representing two different pathologists. The pathologist represented on the left, a scanner,
chose a consistent zoom level and systematically panned
to investigate the whole image. The scanner pathologist

used the same zoom level on the majority of their cases.
In contrast, the pathologist represented on the right, a
driller, zoomed out periodically, selected a new area to
view, then zoomed in again. The driller pathologist
zoomed in and out on different regions throughout their
interpretations. It could be argued that the driller scanned
the image with eye movements (rather than screen pans)
at a lower resolution to determine areas for drilling. Some
of the scanning versus drilling strategies may reflect the
pathologist’s comfort level when scanning with eye movements at lower magnifications. The scanning percentage
for the visualization on the left is close to 100%, while it
is closer to 0% for the visualization on the right.
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Fig. 1 Visualization of viewport tracking logs, a scanner (left) and a
driller (right), on the same image. Each participant starts at the center of
the image with a zoom level of ×1. The rings indicate the center of each

viewport, the size of the rings indicate the zoom level (the larger the ring,
the lower the zoom level), the thickness of the rings indicate the time
spent at that viewport, and the lines connect consecutive viewports

Pathologist Demographics and Viewing Behaviors

showing lower scanning percentages. No other patterns reached
traditional (α = 0.05) significance levels.

Overall, pathologists tended to show scanning percentages exceeding 50% (μ = 74%, σ = 16%), demonstrating a disproportionate trend toward scanning rather than drilling. This pattern
was confirmed with a one-sample t test comparing to 50%,
t(86) = 13.53, p < 0.001. However, this pattern also varied significantly as a function of certain pathologist demographics.
The GEE model goodness of fit was 1140.98 (QIC), with
three significant main effects. First, age positively predicted increasing scanning percentage (χ2 = 8.25, p < 0.05), with higher
age groups showing increasingly higher scanning percentages.
Second, there were higher scanning percentages among female
versus male pathologists (χ2 = 4.44, p < 0.05). Finally, facility
group size negatively predicted scanning percentage (χ2 = 5.48,
p < 0.05), with pathologists working in larger facility groups

Fig. 2 Average scanning
percentage of 87 pathologists
during the interpretation of 60 test
cases. The order of the 60 cases
was randomized for each
pathologist so that the nth case
included a random sampling of
cases from all diagnostic
categories

Interpretation Order
The GEE model showed a significant negative relationship between case position and scanning percentage (χ2 = 16.01,
p < 0.001), with scanning percentage decreasing over the course
of the 60 cases (see Fig. 2). The total time spent on an interpretation of each case also decreased on average with interpretation
order. The participants interpreted later cases in less time compared to earlier cases (χ2 = 67.36, p < 0.001). In a previous study,
we found that the diagnostic concordance with the expert panel
does not change significantly over the 60 cases interpreted digitally [21].
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Table 2

Zoom and scanning variables by concordance with expert consensus diagnosis

Consensus
diagnosis

Concordance with
consensus

Number of
interpretations

Average
zoom level

p
value

All

Under
Agree
Over

760
3672
788

7.89
8.86
9.94

≤0.001 24.93
27.29
31.87

≤0.001 6.22
6.98
8.10

≤0.001 75%
74%
73%

0.574

Benign

Under
Agree

–
933

–
6.64

≤0.001 –
22.10

≤0.001 –
5.28

≤0.001 –
75%

0.278

Over
Under
Agree
Over

348
492
882
384

9.71
7.39
8.88
10.00

31.49
≤0.001 23.21
27.51
31.79

7.98
≤0.001 5.78
7.03
8.13

72%
≤0.001 76%
72%
73%

Under
Agree

259
1386

8.74
8.36

≤0.001 28.14
27.66

0.001

0.003

Over

56

10.95

Under
Agree
Over

9
471
–

10.40
14.72
–

Atypia

DCIS

Invasive

p
value

34.82
0.312

Diagnostic Concordance with Expert Consensus
Diagnosis
The mean values of the average zoom level, maximum zoom
level, zoom level variance, and scanning percentage variables for
interpretations are shown by expert consensus diagnosis and
concordance with expert consensus diagnosis in Table 2.
Supplementary Table 2 provides detailed results of ANOVA
tests.
Over-interpretation was associated with increased drilling (average zoom level, maximum zoom level, and zoom level variance). Average zoom level, maximum zoom level, and zoom
level variance were higher than the expert consensus diagnosis
for over-interpretations and were lower than the expert consensus
diagnosis for under-interpretations. The trend was replicated in
benign, atypia, and invasive cases. For DCIS cases, both overinterpretation and under-interpretation were associated with
higher zoom values. All associations except those for invasive
cases were statistically significant.
No association was noted between scanning percentage and
accuracy (Table 2). Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the average
Fig. 3 Average total time of
interpretation in five categories of
scanning percentage

Maximum
zoom level

26.67
36.10
–

Zoom level
variance

7.03
6.88

p
value

8.64
0.79

7.73
10.57
–

Scanning
percentage

73%
74%

p
value

0.276

0.365

78%
0.763

74%
75%
–

0.652

over-interpretation and under-interpretation rates within different
scanning percentage groups.

Diagnostic Efficiency
Efficiency to arrive at an accurate diagnosis was negatively
predicted by the extent to which pathologists followed a scanning strategy; in other words, higher scanning percentage was
associated with lower efficiency. A repeated-measures
ANOVA revealed a main effect of scanning percentage category, F(4, 52) = 6.72, p < 0.001, demonstrating significantly
higher case review times as a function of increased scanning
percentage. This pattern is depicted in Fig. 3. Follow-up
paired t tests demonstrated significant differences between
all pairwise category comparisons, with the exception of the
first (0–20%) versus second (20–40%) categories and fourth
(60–80%) versus fifth (80–100%) categories. In contrast, rates
of diagnostic concordance with the expert consensus diagnosis showed no significant difference across scanning percentage groups.
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Discussion
The field of pathology has begun adopting the digital WSI
format as it offers great potential for teaching [2–5] and research [1], as well as archival purposes [6] and gathering second opinions [7, 8]. To better understand the visual search
patterns used in breast pathology, 87 pathologists across the
USA interpreted 60 digital WSIs of breast biopsies
representing a range of diagnostic categories, amounting to
5220 individual independent interpretations for analysis.
A web-based viewer tracked and recorded the interpretive
behaviors of pathologists as they viewed each digital WSI.
The viewer provided pathologists with two possible actions:
zooming and panning. Zooming in to an area allowed pathologists to examine cytological, cellular, and nuclear structural
details, thereby revealing those that are not as visible to the
human eye at lower magnification, but also limiting the portion of the whole slide image viewable on the screen. The
panning action allowed pathologists to view neighboring
areas of the whole slide image that were not viewable on the
screen at higher magnifications.
Combinations of both actions were used by all pathologists
to interpret the digital WSI, but interpretive patterns emerged
when we analyzed the tracking logs. Specifically, we found
that participants varied in their extent of panning and zooming
behaviors over time and across cases. Drilling behavior
showed a relative tendency to zoom in on a particular region,
use panning actions sparingly to examine that region, and then
zoom out to a lower magnification. In contrast, scanning behavior showed a relative tendency to use panning actions to
systematically explore the complete image at a constant, and
relatively low, magnification. We conceptualize drilling and
scanning behavior as two complementary strategies falling at
the ends of a bipolar continuum. To quantify image review
behavior along this continuum, we calculated the proportion
of case review behavior indicative of scanning (i.e., scanning
percentage). We wanted to explore potential explanations for
the interpretative strategies through their correlation with diagnostic accuracy and efficiency, as well as determining if
these patterns change over time.
A number of pathologist demographic characteristics were
associated with changes in scanning percentage, including
age, gender, and facility size. Higher age was positively correlated with increased scanning percentage, females scanned
more than males, and pathologists from smaller facility sizes
had higher scanning percentages. It may have been the case
that younger participants had relatively more prior experience
with similar computer interfaces or image manipulation tools
(e.g., mapping software, digital slide viewers, image editing
software), thereby making them more comfortable with image
drilling behaviors [22]. Although not a statistically significant
trend, pathologists with higher scanning percentages also reported lower baseline confidence in their breast pathology

skills. This finding suggests that increased scanning may be
related to personality-level (e.g., neuroticism [23]) and/or
situation-level (e.g., anxiety [24]) factors. The scanning percentage and total time per slide decreased as pathologists
gained experience throughout the set of 60 cases. This suggests a learning curve where participants who started with a
scanning-based strategy adopted a more hybrid approach of
scanning and drilling as they interpreted through the digital
images. This learning curve may be due to prior inexperience
with digital slides and computer-based viewing systems that
pathologists began to overcome through their experience in
this study. Previous research shows a learning curve for
interpreting mammograms before and after residency, suggesting a correlation between interpretive behavior and experience [25]. The participants who marked an ROI at the end of
their interpretations had lower scanning percentages than
those who did not mark an ROI, but the difference was not
statistically significant. In other words, we could not find a
link between the additional task of looking for a region of
interest and the visual search strategy of the participants.
We also noted a pattern of over-interpretation at higher
zoom levels. For all diagnostic categories except invasive cancer, the cases that were over-interpreted based on the expert
consensus diagnosis had higher values of average zoom level,
maximum zoom level, and zoom level variance. This relationship aligns with some research in the cognitive science and
visual search literature. Specifically, when observers repeatedly examine a visual scene in detail, the probability of making
an erroneous “guess” increases [26]. These inaccurate interpretations likely result from a failed match between perceived
image features and stored histopathological features in their
memory.
In order to analyze the association of scanning with accuracy and total interpretation time, we divided image interpretations into five categories based on scanning percentage. As
scanning percentage increased, so did interpretation time,
though rates of over- and under-interpretations were not affected. Scanning was found to be a less efficient strategy for
diagnostic interpretation, and the results with the learning
curve indicated that pathologists adopted a more balanced
and efficient strategy as they progressed through the set of
60 cases.
There are a few reasons why scanning may prove a less
efficient, and sometimes less effective [11], method for
searching visual images. Scanning at a moderate magnification level involves constantly monitoring and updating past
and current positions relative to the entire image space, when
only small portions of the overall image can be seen at a time.
As demonstrated in prior literature, this type of constant monitoring can be very intensive for working memory, particularly
when it is done simultaneously to a more important (primary)
task (i.e., identifying malignancy) [27, 28]. In contrast, drilling
enables a pathologist to focus attention on a single well-
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defined region at a time: examining a single region of interest
in great depth and detail, and then iteratively returning to low
magnification and examining the next region. In this manner,
the searcher need only remember which salient region(s) they
have or have not already “drilled into,” which involves monitoring and updating only a representation of salient regions in
the low-magnification space. The present results speak to the
relative efficiency of drilling, suggesting support for this possibility; however, no research has specifically examined the
relative memory cost of employing drilling versus scanning
search strategies.
Recent research on volumetric lung images revealed that
radiologists adopt distinct visual search strategies during interpretation [11]. Though this earlier research used eye tracking to monitor and interpret visual search patterns, our findings suggest that similar distinctions can be ascertained by
recording zooming and panning behaviors. We expect that this
is specifically the case with 2D digital pathology images.
Indeed, these images require pathologists to zoom in and out
dramatically in order to magnify breast tissue and reveal specific structural and cellular features. This process results in
high-density zooming and panning data, which is likely uncharacteristic of viewing behavior with narrow slices of volumetric images. The unique characteristics of these breast biopsy digital WSIs may explain why our data did not suggest
any influence of visual search strategy (i.e., scanning percentage) on diagnostic accuracy, unlike earlier research with volumetric lung radiographs [11, 17]. Of course, when attempting
to identify specific structural or cellular features that were
viewed or neglected during the interpretive process, eye tracking is an invaluable technique.
Several notable works in pathology studied the diagnostic
search patterns on digital slides [12, 13, 15, 29–31]. The work
of Krupinski et al. on breast pathology suggested a link between expertise and search patterns [12, 13, 15, 31]. In our
study, the participants with more than 20 years of experience
had lower scanning percentages yet the correlation was not
significant (p = 0.1). However, our participant cohort included
only practicing pathologists in comparison to the studies by
Krupinski et al. which recruited trainees and experts to examine the changes in the search patterns. The work of Treanor
et al. compared the localization errors with interpretation errors in esophageal biopsies and found a trend in which lower
zoom levels are correlated with inaccurate diagnosis [29]. Our
findings suggest that an opposite trend exists in breast pathology, where higher zoom levels are correlated with overdiagnoses of the pre-invasive lesions, and there seems to be
a “happy medium” of magnification for an accurate diagnosis.
The existence of a link between magnification and diagnostic
accuracy is an important insight, but the nature of the relationship depends on the biopsy type and the visual characteristics
of the tissue. Finally, Mello-Thoms et al. described a “focused
and efficient” strategy that correlated with the correct outcome

in dermatopathology [30]. In our study, we found that drilling
is the more efficient strategy in terms of interpretation time but
we did not find any links to the diagnostic outcome. Putting
the differences in breast and skin biopsies aside, the selection
of the diagnostic categories, the difficulty of the cases, and the
demographics of the pathologists are all important factors
when comparing two studies. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first to use an objective quantification of the
viewing behavior in a large study.
Limitations and Strengths
This study was limited to one slide per case, which does not
reflect actual clinical practice—a factor that may influence
diagnostic accuracy but does not preclude evaluation of interpretive strategies. However, the one-slide-per-case study design reduced the workload of participants and allowed them to
interpret more images representing a variety of tissue characteristics. This study also diverged from clinical practice in the
distribution of diagnostic categories among the cases participants interpreted. Atypia and DCIS cases were over-sampled
compared to actual clinical prevalence, with the purpose of
better understanding the interpretation of these diagnostically
difficult non-invasive cases. Previous research shows that
atypia and DCIS cases are more likely to be over-interpreted
or misinterpreted, so it is crucial to understand interpretive
behaviors on these diagnoses [18]. A possible limitation was
the participants’ prior inexperience with the digital format or
digital viewers. Although the field of pathology has begun to
incorporate digital WSI, most US pathologists are still inexperienced with software for digital WSI interpretation, making
it difficult to dissociate the relative contributions of experience
with the digital format versus expertise in breast pathology on
drilling versus scanning. Similarly, some variation between
pathologists may be attributable to participants using their
own computer monitors; it is therefore possible that identical
monitors may standardize the pathologists’ experience in
viewing digital WSI. However, identical monitors do not reflect actual clinical practice, where monitors vary at the level
of the practice and, often, between pathologists at the same
facility.
Limitations aside, this study is a timely and unique investigation of pathologists’ interpretive strategies with digital media. Strengths of this study include the large sample size of
breast biopsy cases (N = 240) representing a full spectrum of
diagnostic categories from benign and atypia to DCIS and
invasive cancer, interpreted and diagnosed by three expert
pathologists to define diagnostic accuracy. Another strength
is the large number of practicing pathologists (N = 87) from
across the USA while the previous studies in the literature had
recruited medical students and residents in small numbers, i.e.,
4 to 11 pathologists. The use of a web-based viewer allowed
participants to use their own computers in their own time,
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which is as close to the real-world practice of digital pathology
as possible. Furthermore, the order of the 60 cases was random for each participant, which allowed us to see a learning
curve for the digital slide viewer without case biases attributable to interpretive difficulty or severity of diagnosis.

Conclusions
We identified two distinct interpretive strategies as pathologists viewed digital whole slides of breast biopsy specimens:
scanning, where the pathologist pans at a constant zoom level,
and drilling, where the pathologist zooms in and out repeatedly. Our analysis of pathologist characteristics indicated that
scanning was more common among women and older pathologists. The facility size, defined as the number of pathologists
who worked in the same facility as the participant, was also a
significant predictor of the scanning percentage with the participants from smaller facilities scanning more. One possible
explanation for this correlation is that the participants from
larger facilities could share cases with their colleagues, obtain
second opinions, and learn from each other; they would have
more experience interpreting breast biopsies. Those who reported less confidence in their interpretation of breast tissue
tended to spend more time scanning, but the correlation was
not statistically significant.
Regarding accuracy and efficiency, we found that scanning
is associated with longer interpretation time on average, yet
scanners and drillers had similar levels of accuracy compared
to the consensus reference diagnoses. Through our unique
study design that randomized the order of cases, we also observed that scanning may be more common at the beginning
of a pathologist’s experience in interpreting cases in the digital
format, while a more balanced strategy of both scanning and
drilling is adopted by the end of the 60 cases. We found that
average zoom level, maximum zoom level, and zoom level
variance for an interpretation increased from underinterpretation to concordance and from concordance to overinterpretation. In other words, when participants underinterpreted a case, they used lower magnifications and
changed the zoom level less, as compared to concordant interpretations. Similarly, when they over-interpreted a case,
they used higher magnifications and changed the zoom level
more, as compared to concordant interpretations. This trend
was preserved for all diagnostic categories of breast tissue.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that two different
search strategies are employed by pathologists and these strategies can be explained by a pathologist’s demographics, breast
pathology perceptions, and prior experience in viewing the
digital format. The interpretive strategy can affect the diagnostic outcome and the efficiency of the diagnostic process. These
findings motivate further research in medical decision-making

and computerized decision support systems as digital pathology is adopted more widely.
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